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Dear Editor in Chief, Indian Journal of Surgery,

A recent paper in the Indian Journal of Surgery sends out a
somewhat alarming message to the world of surgery, namely
to be careful and observant of “predatory” surgery journals
that may be a “menace” [1]. The overall cautious message
by Bhattacharya is appreciated because, in the age of
COVID-19, publication in “predatory” venues, publication
of pseudo-science by “predatory” authors, or even poorly vet-
ted or excessively rapidly processed papers in peer-reviewed
journals may negatively impact individual health, public per-
ception, or health policies [2]. Jeffrey Beall originally coined
the term “predatory publishing” and offered an alert system to
this phenomenon through his blog [3]. Yet, some potential
misconceptions are worth clarifying so as not to simultaneous-
ly invoke misinformation or panic through overly alarmist
messages like those of Beall or Bhattacharya.

Bhattacharya did offer a broad and unspecific definition of
what a “predatory” journal is, based on the opinion of select
academics [4], but he was apparently unable to appreciate the
unsubtle and unsettling conclusion that they reached, namely
that what constitutes a “predatory” entity remains unclear.
Consequently, there is no reliable list of “predatory” entities
(i.e., blacklists) or “safe” entities (i.e., whitelists) because such
lists suffer from type I and II errors that exist due to biases and
differing levels of sensitivities [5]. Consequently, depending
on the sensitivity of criteria and pre-study bias, and on the
ability to transparently and independently verify qualities of
a journal or publisher to assess if they meet those criteria, it is
reasonable to argue that a blacklist may erroneously include a
valid “scholarly” entry or fail to include (due to its incomplete
nature) a truly “predatory” entity, or vice versa. Surgeons
should be aware of these risks of blacklists and whitelists
[6], and the biases of their creators, before they take the advice

by Bhattacharya at face value and, perhaps too eagerly, reach
a conclusion about a whitelisted or blacklisted surgical
journal.

India is no stranger to the complexities of offering misguid-
ed advice to academics, sometimes erroneously, such as the
UGC lists that were flawed because they relied directly on
Beall’s flawed criteria and blacklists [7]. If academics or their
institutes, journals, publishers, education ministries, or
funders insist on relying on whitelists or blacklists to make a
decision regarding what is a bona fide “scholarly” journal,
they need to consider those lists’ inherent flaws. They should
triangulate those risks with as many positive and negative
indicators available and with the veracity of a paper’s evi-
dence, and not rely blindly on the “prestige” of the journal
or publisher.

There is no doubt that risky (i.e., unsafe to use or cite) and
unscholarly literature exists in truly “predatory” surgical
journals, but there is increasing evidence that risky literature
exists in journals that are traditionally perceived to be “safe”,
such as indexed journals or those carrying a metric [8].
Consequently, surgeons need to appreciate, through critical
evaluation, and not mere blind trust based on white- or
blacklisted perceptions, the intrinsic value, and flaws, of each
paper.
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